
SEMI-GROUPS OF OPERATORS 

R. S. PHILLIPS1 

1. Introduction. I should like to present some of the recent develop
ments in the theory of one-parameter semi-groups of linear bounded 
operators. Actually this field is relatively new, having its origin in the 
work of M. H. Stone [16] on one-parameter groups of unitary 
operators in Hubert space which appeared in 1930. By now the sub
ject has an extensive literature, the definitive work being E. Hille's 
[4] Functional analysis and semi-groups, published in 1948. An ade
quate bibliography for the material in this field published prior to 
1948 can be found in Hille's treatise. I shall limit my remarks to 
developments since 1948, emphasizing perhaps unduly my own 
contributions. Further I shall not discuss in any detail the applica
tions to partial differential equations of parabolic type, although this 
has been one of the most gratifying aspects of the theory; this ma
terial can be found in papers by W. Feller [ l ] , E. Hille [7], and 
K. Yosida [20; 21]. 

Let © = [JT(£); £ > 0 ] be a one-parameter family of linear bounded 
operators defined on a complex Banach space X to itself and satisfy
ing the product law 

(1.1) r(fc + &) - r(fa)rfe), & fa > 0. 
We shall further assume that T(%)x is a continuous function of £ for 
§ > 0 and each # £ # , that is, we assume that © is continuous in the 
strong operator topology. The infinitesimal operator is defined as the 
limit in norm 

T(rj) - I 
(1.2) lim x = A0x 

I Î->O+ r) 

wherever this limit exists, the domain of Ao (in symbols S)(-4o)) 
being the set of elements for which the limit exists. I t is easy to see 
that Ao is a linear operator. However, Ao need not be bounded nor 
even closed; its least closed extension, when it exists, will be called 
the infinitesimal generator of © and will be designated by A. The lat
ter operator plays a basic role in the theory. For x 6 J ) ( i 0 ) we have 
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(1.3) — ^ - = iloZXÖ* = T(QAox, £ > 0. 

Moreover, denoting the range space for <S by 

(i.4) * 0 ^ u r(«)[ï], 

it can be shown that 

[©(i4 . ) ] -=[35oh 

In applications it is usually required that the semi-group satisfy 
an initial condition of the sort 

(Co) lim Tföx 

Now lim^0+ T(%)x = x for each # £ X 0 whereas this relation is never 
satisfied for #(£[9Êo]""". This suggests that we restrict the operators 
ÜT(£) to the subspace £)s= [36o ]"", in which case we obtain a semi-group 
of operators on g) to itself. The range space for the restricted semi
group is again 360 so that the above initial condition is now satisfied 
at least by a set of vectors dense in the space. Instead of considering 
the restricted operators, it is simpler to assume a t the outset that %o 
is dense in 36. If in addition ||3H(£)|| is bounded near the origin, then 
the condition (Co) is satisfied in its entirety and we say that © is of 
class (Co). For such semi-groups Ao is itself closed so that A =AQ. 

Many problems in classical analysis are subsumed under the theory 
of semi-groups of linear bounded operators. This is in particular true 
of Cauchy's problem which arises in the theory of partial differential 
equations. Abstracting from this, E. Hille [6; 7] has introduced an 
abstract Cauchy problem, a modification of which is 

ACP. Given a closed linear operator U with domain and range in 3Ê, 
and given an element ^oG36, find a function y(£)=y(£; yo) on [0, oo) 
to T& such that 

(1) y(i) is continuously differentiable on [0, oo), 
(2) y(i)&b(U) and £/[y(£)]=y'(?) for each £ > 0 , 
(3) lim^o+ y(£; yo)=yo. 
As an example of the above consider the classical diffusion prob

lem in the Banach space C[— oo, oo ] : 

du/di = d2u/dx2, - oo < x < oo, £ > 0 ; 

lim w(£, x) = yo(ff), — °° < x < oo. 

Here one defines the closed linear operator U by 
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„ ~ [Uy](») - /'(*), 
(l.o) r 

£)({/) = l^; y(x), y'(%) absolutely continuous 
and y, y" G C[— oo, oo]]. 

If y(Ç) =y(ê; yo) satisfies the ACP and has the realization <£(£, x) 
so that y(£)=#(£, •)» then condition (1) means tha t <£(£, ac) is con
tinuously differentiate with respect to £, £ > 0 , uniformly with re
spect to x; condition (2) implies that <£(£> *)Ç.^)(U) for each £ > 0 
and tha t u~4>(l;9 x) satisfies the first relation in (1.5); and finally 
condition (3) requires that w =<£(£, x) satisfies the second relation in 
(1.5) uniformly with respect to x.2 

There is a close connection between the ACP and the theory of 
semi-groups. Indeed, if © = [ ï \£ ) ] is a semi-group of class (Co) and 
yo£3)(<4), A being the infinitesimal generator of ©, then the rela
tion (1.3) shows that y(%; yo) E~T(Ç)yQ is continuously differentiate 
in £ for £g:0 and tha t A [y(£) ] =y'(£), whereas condition (Co) implies 
that lim^o-t- y(£; yo) =yo. Thus y(%; yo) = T(^)yo satisfies the ACP for 
each yo£S5)(ii). Conversely we have (see R. S. Phillips [14]) 

THEOREM 1.1. Let Ubea closed linear operator with dense domain and 
a nonempty resolvent set. Suppose for each yoGS5(ü7) that there exists a 
unique solution y(%; yo) to the ACP. Then U is the infinitesimal gen
erator of a semi-group [T(g)] of class (Co) such that Tfj^yo^yfê; yo) 
for each yo £$)(£/)• 

We remark tha t the semi-group property of the solution to the 
ACP is an easy consequence of the uniqueness assumption. However, 
the surprising feature in the above assertion is tha t y (£; yo) is a con
tinuous function of the initial data or, otherwise expressed, that the 
solution is stable relative to the initial data ; this follows from the 
fact tha t the semi-group operators T(£) are bounded. 

2. Generation of semi-groups. In view of the above connection 
between the ACP and semi-groups of operators, the question of 
when a closed linear operator U generates a semi-group is of particu
lar interest. To begin with one can ask whether such a problem is 
well set in the sense of Hadamard, tha t is, one can ask whether 

(1) there exists at most one solution, 
2 If 3Ê is a Lebesgue space rather than C[— oo, oo ], then the interpretation of con

ditions (1), (2), and (3) of ACP is quite different since the limits are then limits in 
the mean. However, it is possible to construct a realization <£(£, x) of y(%; yo) such that 
#(£, %) is absolutely continuous in £, £ i£0, for each x, d<£(£, x)/dÇ exists almost every
where in the product space, and for almost all £ this function is a representation of 
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(2) there exists at least one solution, 
(3) the solution is stable, that is, the semi-group is a continuous f unc

tion of the infinitesimal generator. 
We shall take these conditions up in order. As for (1), it can be 

shown rather easily and under quite general conditions that a closed 
linear operator generates a t most one semi-group.3 On the other hand 
the existence question is fairly deep and permits many kinds of 
answers. Indeed, Theorem 1.1 provides an answer of a sort for this 
problem. However, for many applications it is more convenient to 
have a criteria which depends more directly on the properties of U 
itself. Condition (3) will be discussed in the next section. 

The most satisfactory answer to (2) is given in terms of the resol
vent of U, namely, i?(X; U). The motivation here is as follows. For a 
semi-group © = [T(Ç) ] continuous in the strong operator topology, 
the 

(2.1) l i m $ - i l o g | | r ( ö | | =coo 

exists; the quantity coo, called the type of ©, is finite or — <*>, but 
never + °°. Consequently if © is of class (Co), it is possible to take 
the Laplace transform of T(£)x. I t turns out that 

(2.2) R(\;A)x = f r**T(Qxdt, jR(X) > co0; 
J o 

here the right member is obtained as an abstract Bochner integral in 
X. Thus our problem is in essence one of determining when i?(X; U) 
is the Laplace transform of an opera tor-valued function. Phrased in 
this way, the problem has its classical analogue (see D. V. Widder 
[18, Chap. VII] ) , and the criteria which we shall obtain for i?(X; U) 
are the prototypes of the classical criteria. However, the proofs re
quired in the present problem differ radically from the classical case 
in that they no longer depend on compactness arguments but rather 
on the properties of the resolvent function. 

The first result in this direction, and for many purposes the most 
useful, was obtained independently by E. Hille [4; 5] and K. Yosida 
[l9] in 1948. A complete characterization of the infinitesimal gen
erator for semi-groups of class (Co) was not found until 1953 when 
the following theorem was published almost simultaneously by W. 
Feller [3], I. Miyadera [ l ] , and R. S. Phillips [12]. 

8 More precisely, a closed linear operator can generate at most one semi-group of 
class (A) (see §4). 
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THEOREM 2.1.-4 necessary and sufficient condition that a closed linear 
operator U generate a semi-group [r(£)] of class (Co) is that $)(£/) be 
dense in H and that there exist real constants M and co such that 

(2.3) ||[*(X;IOHI S Jf(X-«)-

for all X>o> and n — 1, 2, 3, • • • . In this case ||r(£)|| £M exp (co£). 

We obtain the Hille-Yosida theorem as a corollary, viz. 

COROLLARY. If U is a closed linear operator with dense domain, if 
R(K; U) exists f or \ > 0 , and if 

(2.4) \\\R{\; £0|| :g 1 

for all X>0, then U is the infinitesimal generator of a semi-group 
[T(& ] of class (Co) such that || T(£)\\ ^ 1 for all£>0. 

In all of the present applications of semi-group theory to diffusion 
theory, the above corollary has been used to establish the existence of 
a semi-group solution. In order to see what is involved here, we shall 
again consider the differential equation (1.5), the associated operator 
U being given by (1.6). It is clear that 3)(17) is dense in C[— oo, oo ]. 
Further i?(X; U)f is obtained as the solution to 

(2.5) (X/~ U)v = \v- v" = ƒ 

withuG2)(?7) so that 

[R(\; U)f](x) = (2Xi/')-i C exp ( - \ w | * - y\)f(y)dy, 
( 2 . 0 ) J _oo 

X> 0. 

An elementary calculation shows that 

||JK(X; £0/11 ^ sup* (2X*/')-1 ƒ_" exp (-X1/' | x - y | )rfy||/|| 

- Hl/ll-
The conditions of the corollary are therefore satisfied and it follows 
that (1.5) has a semi-group solution of class (Co). 

The advantage obtained in using the criterion (2.4) rather than 
(2.3) clearly lies in the fact that the former requires a bound only for 
the first power of the resolvent operator, whereas the latter requires 
a bound on all of the positive integral powers of the resolvent. In 
order to make such conditions on U less stringent we are led to 
consider more general classes of semi-groups. 
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If we wish to keep the theory within the present framework, 
there is only one condition which can be relaxed and that is the be
havior of the semi-group near the origin. Indeed, assuming strong 
measurability instead of strong continuity for £ > 0 does not in fact 
broaden the class of semi-groups since strong measurability can be 
shown to imply strong continuity (see R. S. Phillips [9]). The as
sumption of weak measurability, on the other hand, does not imply 
strong continuity and leads to a considerably more general theory as 
W. Feller [2] has shown. However, the added generality obtained by 
so weakening the hypotheses does not, in our opinion, compensate for 
the concomitant loss of detail in the theory. 

A useful class of semi-groups can be defined as 
DEFINITION. A semi-group of linear bounded operators [T(£) ] is said 

to be of class (1, A) if it satisfies the conditions 
(1) T(£) is continuous in the strong operator topology f or £ > 0 , 

(2) Mn&\\di<», 
(3) limx^oo \fQe"^T(^)xd^ = xfor each xE3£. 
Condition (2) in this definition allows || T(}-)\\ to become unbounded 

as £•—>() + , whereas condition (3) replaces (Co) by strong Abel sum-
mability to the identity a t £ = 0. For semi-groups of class (1, A) the 
infinitesimal operator AQ need not be closed; however, the least 
closed extension of Ao, namely the infinitesimal generator A, again 
satisfies the relation (2.2) in the half-plane 9Î(X) >coo. This shows, in
cidentally, tha t the resolvent set for A contains a right half-plane. 
Moreover, it is easy to see that ||i?(X; -4)|| is bounded in every half-
plane 9t(X)à<o>u>o. We now have (R. S. Phillips [13]) 

THEOREM 2.2. A necessary and sufficient condition that a closed linear 
operator U be the infinitesimal generator of a semi-group [7\£)] of 
class (1, A) is that 

(1) $)(£/) is dense in X; 
(2) \\R(K; 17)|| = 0 ( 1 A ) <wX->co; 
(3) there exist real constants M and co such that 

(2.8) f XW~1||̂ W>(X + co; U)\\d\ S (» - l)Uf 
J 0 

for n « l , 2, 3, • • • . 
Condition (3) can be replaced by 
(3') there exists a non-negative measurable function #(£) and a con

stant co such that /^°^~ w ^($)^< °° and 

(2.9) \\RW(\;U)\\ £ f V « { * * ( Ö # 
•/ 0 
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for all real \>co and integers n^O. If condition (3') is verified, then 
|| T(i*)\\ ^£$(|) almost everywhere and if in addition 0(£) is bounded near 
the origin, then [r(£)] is of class (Co). 

In the numerical case, condition (2.8) is a necessary and sufficient 
condition that i?(X; U) be a Laplace-Stieltjes transform. However, 
(2.8) together with the properties of the resolvent operator (and (1) 
and (2)) suffice to make R(\; U) a Laplace transform. 

The following corollary generalizes a theorem due to E. Hille [ó]. 

COROLLARY. A necessary and sufficient condition that a closed linear 
operator U be the infinitesimal generator of a semi-group of class (1, A) 
is that 

(1) 2)(!7) is dense in #; 
(2) \\R(\; U)\\ = 0 ( l / \ ) as\->oo ; 
(3) there exists a family [T(£); £>0] of linear bounded operators 

strongly continuous for £>Q with f^e^W jr(£)||d£< oo for some real œ 
such that 

ƒ» 00 

e~^T(g)xdC 
o 

holds for all\>co and all # £36. 

Theorem 2.2 can be used to obtain the following sufficiency cri
terion : A closed linear operator U with dense domain generates a semi-
group of class (1, A) if 

(2.11) ||jR(<r + it; U)\\ g M/(<r - œ + \ r \f), a > a>, 

providing j8> 1/2. 
Condition (2.11) has the virtue of requiring a bound only on 

||l?(X; U)\\ and it has some advantage over the Hille-Yosida criterion 
in that M is not restricted to the value one. The above criterion 
with /3 = 0 is not sufficient that U be the infinitesimal generator of a 
strongly continuous semi-group of linear bounded operators (see 
R. S. Phillips [13]). As we shall see in §4, if (X/3^1/2 then the 
operator U does generate a semi-group of linear bounded operators; 
however, in this case the semi-group may belong to a more general 
class than (1, A). 

3. Perturbation theory. Returning to the generation problem, we 
recall that stability was the third property needed in order that this 
problem be well set. We shall establish stability as a by-product of a 
perturbation theory for semi-groups of class (1, A). In what follows 
we shall perturb the infinitesimal generator by adding to it certain 
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linear operators (cf. R. S. Phillips [12; 13]). One would expect that 
those semi-group properties which persist under such perturbations 
are the more basic semi-group properties and that the significant 
theorems of the subject should evolve about these properties. 

We shall consider only semi-groups of class (1, A). If A is the in
finitesimal generator of such a semi-group, we denote the correspond
ing semi-group by [T(%; A)]. A linear operator B will be said to be
long to the perturbing class ty(A) if (i) 35(5) = £ ) ( 4 ) , (ii) BR(\; A) 
is a bounded linear operator for some X in the resolvent set of A, 
and (iii) JQ\\BT(^) A)\\A<1!;<<X> > where the subscript A means that 
the norm is taken relative to the subspace 2) (-4). We remark that 
an operator 5 6 ^ ( 4 ) may be unbounded and need not even have a 
closed extension. However, such a B will always have a uniquely 
defined extension B such that BT(%\ A) is linear and bounded on T£ 
for each £ > 0 . If B does possess a closed extension, then condition 
(ii) is automatically satisfied by the closed graph theorem. 

In order to illustrate the above conditions we again consider the 
diffusion equation (1.5). whose solution is given by a semi-group 
[3H(£)] of class (Co) with infinitesimal generator U defined by (1.6). 
As is well known, the Weierstrass-Gauss kernel furnishes a repre
sentation for this semi-group, namely, 

(3.1) [ 2 W ] ( * ) = ~ OrS)-1'2 f °° exp [ - (* - y)*/4è]f(y)dy, £ > 0. 

We now define the linear operator B with domain 3) (£7) by 

(3.2) [£/](*) = &(*)ƒ(*), ƒ ea>(£0, 

where &£C[ — °°, oo ]. According to the relation (2.6) 

[BR(\; U)f](x) 

(3 .3 ) I f 0 0 r i i i 
= — b(x) I sgn (y - x) exp [-X1/2 | x - y \ \f(y)dy 

2 J „oo 

so that the operator BRÇK; U) is bounded for 9?(X) > 0 . In the present 

case £)(£/) D ïo a n d 

[BT(&f](x) 

( 3 ' 4 ) = T K*)to*)-1 / 2 f"(y - *) exp [ - ( * - y)*/4è]f(y)dy. 
4 J _w 

I t is easy to see from (3.4) that 

(3.5) ||sr(ö|| s INK**)-1'», *>o, 
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so that Jl\\BT(Ç)\\d£<«>. I t follows that £ £ $ ( £ / ) . Thus B is an 
unbounded perturbing operator for the semi-group (3.1). 

Our basic perturbation theorem is 

THEOREM 3.1. Let [T(%; A)] be a semigroup of class (1, A) and sup
pose that BGV(A)- Then AX=A+B with domain ©(-40=1)(-4) is 
again the infinitesimal generator of a semi-group of class (1, A) and 

(3.6) m;A1) « ES*®, *>0, 

where So(£) = JT(£; A) and Sn(l;)x—foT(i; — (r; A)ÈSn-i(<r)xda; the series 
converges absolutely, uniformly with respect to £ in each interval of the 
form (e, 1/e), 0 < € < 1 . 

The series expansion (3.6) is essentially a power series expansion 
in B. The interpretation of the terms of this series is of some interest. 
The zero power term consists of the original semi-group operator at 
time £. The first power term consists of the original semi-group 
operator up to the time a, an interaction with B a t this time, and this 
followed by the original semi-group operator acting on the so-
perturbed development for the remaining time £ — <r; finally the re
sulting operators are averaged over all times <x between 0 and £. The 
second power term consists of two interactions with B and these 
averaged over all possible times of occurrence between 0 and £; etc. 
Theorem 3.1 can be proved by means of the corollary to Theorem 2.2. 

As a consequence of the above result and our previous calculations, 
we can now state that the equation 

du/d£ = d2u/dx2 + b(x)du/dx, — co < % < <*>,£> 0; 

lim «(£; x) = y0(x), y0 ££)(£/), 

has a semi-group solution of class (1, A) (actually of class (Co) as 
we shall see below) ; here &£C[ — oo, oo ]. 

We shall say that Ai is closely related to Ao and write - 4 i ^ 4 0 , if 
2)(-4i) =5)(-4o) and J 3 S L 4 I - - 4 O G Ç ( - 4 O ) . I t can be shown that this 
is an equivalence relation. Consequently if [ r (£; Ai)] can be ob
tained from [T(i;] Ao)] by a perturbation of the above kind, then 
[TX£; Ao)] can likewise be obtained from [T(i-; A%)] by such a per
turbation. Moreover, any semi-group attained by a finite sequence 
of such perturbations can be obtained by a single perturbation of this 
kind. 

Under this equivalence relation the set of all infinitesimal gener-
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ators of semi-groups of class (1, A) splits up into equivalence classes 
[©«]. The following stable properties are shared by all members of an 
equivalence class if they belong to any member of this class. 

(1) A is a bounded linear operator; 
(2) A generates a semi-group of class (Co) ; 
(3) A generates a group of linear bounded operators on ( — oo, oo ) ; 
(4) T(%; A) is continuous in the uniform operator topology f or £•>(). 
Within each equivalence class it is possible to introduce a metric 

in such a way that the class becomes a complete metric space. To this 
end we choose a fixed Aa&&a and set 

(3.8) da(AhA2) a f \\(AX - AàTfr, Aa)\\AjÜ 
J o 

for all pairs Ai, -42£(£a- I t can be shown that this function is a suit
able metric function and that the resulting topology in (£« is actually 
independent of the particular choice of A a in ®«. One can also define 
an equivalent topology for S« in terms of R(\; Aa) rather than 
[JT(£; Aa)] by means of the metric function 

(3.9) Aa(i4i, A2) m sup f °° — ^ — || (ili - A2)R^(\ + co; Aa)\\d\ 
n£l J a (» — 1)1 

where co is any fixed number greater than the type of [7\£; Aa)]. 
We can now state the sense in which the generation problem is 

stable. 

THEOREM 3.2. For the infinitesimal generators of a single equivalence 
class S«, we have 

l im| | r ( fc i i ) - T&A0)\\ = 0 

uniformly with respect to £ in each interval of the form (e, 1/e), 0 < e < 1. 

4. Semi-groups of class (A). I t is of course desirable to obtain cri
teria for generating semi-groups more general than those of class 
(1, A). The most far reaching result in this direction is due to W. 
Feller [3], who has found necessary and sufficient conditions that an 
operator generate a strongly continuous semi-group of linear bounded 
operators with range set Xo dense in 36; no assumption is made con
cerning the behavior of the semi-group in the neighborhood of £ = 0. 
For such semi-groups the operator which corresponds to our in
finitesimal generator may have an empty resolvent set. For this and 
other reasons Feller's criteria can be verified only with difficulty. As 
a compromise between such extreme generality and semi-groups of 
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class (1, A) we have proposed the following class. 
DEFINITION 4.1. A semi-group (g=[r(^) ; £>0] of linear bounded 

operators will be said to be of class (A) if 
(1) T(£) is continuous in the strong operator topology f or £>0; 
(2) 36o is dense in 9£; 
(3) there exists a constant a>i>coo and a family of linear bounded 

operators [i?(X); 9î(X)>coi] such that 
(a) ll-R(X)l| is bounded in the half-plane 9î(X)>coi, 
(b) ||i?(X))|=0(l/X) <wX-*oo, 
(c) for each x£#o 

(4.1) R(\)x = f e-^T{Ç)xd^ 9t(X) > Wl. 
J o 

It follows from the properties already ascribed to semi-groups of 
class (1, A) that such semi-groups are also of class (A). On the other 
hand there exist semi-groups of class (A) which are not of class 
(1, A).« 

Semi-groups of class (A) satisfy a generalized initial value condi
tion. In fact it can be shown that 

(4.2) limXU(X) X —* OCj X C j &• 
X—»00 

Thus © is strongly Abel summable to the identity at £ = 0 in this 
extended sense. The infinitesimal operator A o again has a least 
closed extension A and it turns out that R(k)—R(k; A) for all X 
with 9t(X)>coi; further S)(4)D©(-4o)D©(^3). If x€$)(A)t then 

(4.3) dT(Qx/d£ = A0T(Qx = T(QAx, £ > 0; 

and if xG&iA2), then lim^0+ T(£)x = x. The relations (4.2) and (4.3) 
4 The following semi-group is of class (A) but not of class (1, A). Let £ consist of 

all sequence pairs x—{(xn, t\n)\ n~l, 2, 3, • • • } such that lim»-»,» Xn=0 and 
E L i « 2 W 2 < ° o with norm ||*||-sup» | x » | + [ ] u L i w2|^n|2]1/2. The operator 
T(£)x=xf={(xn, Vn)} is denned by xn'^exp [ — (n+ien)%](xn cos n^—rjn sin w£), 
7jn =exp [ —(»+&*)£! (xn sin n£+r)n cos w£). It is easy to show that [T(£)] is a semi
group of linear bounded operators continuous in the strong operator topology for 
£>0. However, for * - { ( l / » , 0)} we have | | r(Ö*| |èc/£ for 0 < £ < T T / 2 and hence 
[ T ( Ö ] is not of class (1, A). On the other hand, the ultimately zero vectors belong to 
36o and since these are dense in 36 the same is true of 3£o. Further, for #ÇE36o, the Oper
ator .R(X)#=a;'= {(x«,1?n)} is given by X» -anQ^Xn—pnQ^rinjVn 5=i8n(X)xn4-an(X)%, 
where a«(X) = [x+«+ïen][(X-f»+*V>)2+»8]~1, pn(\) =n[(\+n-\-ien)2+n2]-\ From 
this one shows that \an((r-\-ir)\t \pn(<r-\-ir)\ ^1/cr and |J3»(<T-MT)| 2^w2[<r2(<r2 

•+-(r+^n)2)]""1 for <r>0. These estimates can now be used to obtain (cf. R. S. Phillips 
[13, p. 349]) X^-a »2 | j8n(cr-J-ir) | 2 ^Ci<r~2+^<r~8. Finally a straightforward calculation 
shows that ||.R(«r+*r)|| &M/<r for <r>l. This proves that [T(g)] is of class (A). 
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show tha t T(£)yo for ;yo£5DC4) satisfies an abstract Cauchy problem. 
This problem is somewhat more general than that designated earlier 
as ACP inasmuch as T(^)Ayo^yf(^; yo) need not be continuous for 
£ ^ 0 , in fact it need not even be integrable on (0, 1). 

For semi-groups of class (A) we have the following generation 
theorem. 

THEOREM 4.1. A necessary and sufficient condition that a closed 
linear operator U be the infinitesimal generator of a semi-group of class 
(A) with coo <o>i is that 

(1) 35(Z7) is dense in T£\ 
(2) ||i?(X; C/)ll =0(1/X) as \-+oo; 
(3) ||i?(X; U)\\ is bounded for 9t(X)>o>i; 
(4) there exists a non-negative nonincreasing function (friQe"*1* with 

lim sups.*» IT-1 log <£(£) <o)i which satisfies either of the following: 
(a) for each tf£5D(ü72) there is a non-negative measurable function 

<KS; * ) ^ ( £ ) M I such that Joe-^H^ x)d%<oo and ||i?(w)(X; U)*\\ 
^/ô°o""x^n0(Ç; x) dl; for all real X>o>i and integers w^O; 

(b) let xÇz&iU2) and 0 < 8 ' < ô ; for each e > 0 there exists a Xo 
E=XO(#; €, S', S) such that if\>\o and w^Xô, then 

||(X - «iW*(X; tOHl ^ {^-^(«O + «}|HI-
Moreover | | r ( ö | | £*(£) /or a// £ > 0 . 

Condition (4-b) of the above theorem was first used in connection 
with generation theorems by W. Feller [3]. Actually both (4-a) and 
(4-b) are difficult to verify in practice. The next theorem gives a 
much more workable criterion. 

THEOREM 4.2. Let yp{r) be a positive-valued function defined and 
continuous on ( — <*>, oo ) such that 

(a) ^(r)—>oo as |r|—»<*>, 
(b) ^ ' ( r ) is bounded y 

(c) ƒ*«, exp [—%P(r)]dT< oo for each £ > 0 . 
Let co be a given real constant. If U is a closed linear operator with dense 
domain such that RÇK; U) exists for 9t(X) ^co and satisfies 

(1) ||i?(X; 17)|| is bounded for JR(X) ^co, 
(2) LR(X; £7)11*0(1 A ) <wX->oof 
(3) \\R(œ+ir; E/)|| r g M / ^ r ) , 

then U generates a semi-group [7\£) ] of class (A) which is differentiable 
in the uniform operator topology f or £ > 0 . 

The proof of Theorem 4.2 makes use of contour integration meth
ods developed by E. Hille [4, Theorem 12.5.1]. 
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As a special case of the above theorem we obtain the following 
criterion. Let U be a closed linear operator with dense domain. If 
there exist real constants o) and M such that 

(4.4) \\R((T + ir; U)\\ g M(<r - co + | r \*)-\ <r > «, 

where /3>0, then U generates a semi-group of class (A). 

5. Adjoint theory. The collection X* s= [x*] of complex-valued linear 
bounded functionals on 36 forms a Banach space in which the vector 
operations are defined by (ax*+/3y*)(x) =ax*(x)+j3y*(x) and the 
norm is given by ||#*|| =sup [|x*(x)| ; ||#|| = l ] . Likewise the linear 
bounded functionals on 9£* form a second adjoint space 36** and in 
this way a hierarchy of adjoint spaces can be constructed from the 
given Banach space 36. 

If U is a closed linear operator on 36 to itself with dense domain, 
an adjoint operator U* can be defined as follows: The domain $)(£ƒ*) 
consists of the set of all #*£36* for which there exists a 3>*££* such 
that x*[Ux]=y*(x) for all *£©(£/); we set U*x*=y*. It can be 
shown that U* is again a closed linear operator. If t/ is bounded with 
©([/) =36, then U* is also bounded with £)(£/*) =36*; in this case a 
second adjoint operator Z7** is definable as above and this process 
can be repeated indefinitely. However, if U is merely closed with 
©(£/) dense in 36, $)(£/*) need not be dense in 36* and because of this 
fact the hierarchy of adjoint operators corresponding to U will in 
general extend no further than U*. By way of avoiding this situa
tion, one may limit the adjoint space to [$)([/*) ]""", which we denote 
by X0 , and take ?70 to be the restriction of Z7* having domain 
S)(C/°) = [x*;x*eS)(?7*), £/*x*GX0].Then , supposing 2)(l /0)tobe. 
dense in 36®, one may proceed to define a second "adjoint" operator 
U°° on the subspace £ 0 O - 2 ) [ ( [ / 0 ) * ] - o f (X0)*. Now if U is such 
that £)(£/) is dense in 36 and ||jR(X; U)\\ =0(1 A) a s X-^00 then it 
can be shown that this process can be continued indefinitely and one 
obtains an adjoint theory relative to U which is an analogue of the 
usual adjoint theory. 

There are two rather natural ways in which this adjoint theory can 
be applied to semi-groups. Given a semi-group [7\£)] of class (A) 
and with infinitesimal generator A, we can either take the adjoint 
semi-group to be the semi-group generated by A® having as its 
domain 360 = [©(.4 *)]*", or we can take it to be the semi-group of 
adjoint operators [3T*(£)] with domain 36*. When 360 is a proper 
subspace of 36* these two notions are distinct. We have chosen to 
treat the infinitesimal generator as the primary entity, and from 
this point of view the proper domain of the adjoint semi-group is 360. 
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I t turns out that the semi-group generated by A ° is again of class 
(A) and that the member operators are just the restrictions of the 
adjoint operators r*(£) to the domain X®. As to the other alternative, 
while it is true that the adjoint operators [3H*(£)] with domain X* 
form a semi-group, this semi-group will in general not be continuous 
in the strong operator topology and hence our basic theory would 
not apply. Actually 3Ê0 is the largest closed subspace of £* on which 
[r*(£) ] is strongly continuous and in which the corresponding range 
space is dense. 

The importance of the adjoint semi-group appears to have been 
first recognized by W. Feller [l ] in his treatise on the parabolic dif
ferential equation. In the special problem with which he was dealing, 
he was able to obtain the full adjoint semi-group without employing 
a precise notion for the adjoint to an unbounded operator. The gen
eral treatment sketched above is due to R. S. Phillips [ lS] . 

6. Operational calculus and spectral theory. The extension of the 
operational calculus to closed linear operators with nonempty re
solvent sets goes back to A. E. Taylor [17], who discovered the basic 
integral representation for the associated mapping. This calculus can 
be described as follows: 

Let A be an open subset of the extended complex plane not containing 
the point ao, CL^ <*>. Let §(A) be the complex algebra of all functions 
f(K) locally holomorphic in A with the sequence topology: fn—*f denoting 
that fnÇK) converges pointwise to f(\), uniformly in each compact subset 
of A. Further let 93(A) be the algebra of functions f (A) with domain 
®(A) = [-4; ae(A)(ZA] and range (S(9£).6 Then there exists an iso
morphic mapping: /(A)-~»/C4) of §(A) into 93(A) such that (i) 1—>I, 
(ii) (a0~X)-1->i?(a0 ; A), and (iii) ƒ,>->ƒ implies that \\fn(A)-f(A)\\ 
—>0for each , 4£©(A) . This mapping is unique and is represented by 

(6.i) f(A) - $ƒ(*)/ + -L f /(r)jR(rM)# 
lin J TA 

where TA is an oriented envelope of ae(A) contained in A and 8 = 1 or 0 
according as TA contains f = oo in its interior or not. 

By suitably defining a notion of analyticity, it is possible to re
strict 93(A) in the above theorem to functions ƒ(-4) which are locally 
analytic on ©(A) to (S(X). 

If we limit our consideration to operators which are infinitesimal 

6 We denote the spectrum of A by <r(A) and the extended spectrum of A by <re(A)' 
If A is bounded <re(A)=<r(A) whereas if A is unbounded <r«(A) -<r{A)\J«>. (g(£) 
denotes the algebra of all linear bounded operators on H to itself. 
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generators of semi-groups of class (A), we can devise an operational 
calculus for this restricted class of operators which, so to speak, per
mits cre(A) to have a point on the boundary of A. Actually the defin
ing entity, instead of being the domain A, is now a submultiplicative 
function6 <£(£) of type 

(6.2) wo e lim r 1 log <KÖ > - oo. 

Each function /(X) is required to be the Laplace-Stieltjes transform 
of a set function belonging to the algebra S (<f>) which is defined as 
follows: 

DEFINITION 6.1. Let S(<j>) be the family of countably additive com
plex-valued set functions on the Borel subsets of [0, oo) such that 
So<t>(^)\da\ < oo. For such a set function 

(6.3) *(a;X) a f e^da 
Jo 

exists for all X with 9Î(X) ^wo. Let Q(o>o) consist of the elements in 
S(ew<£) such that ^ (a ; coo+i r )£L( - - °°, °°) as a function of r ; and let 
ao be a fixed complex number with 9î(<*o) ><*>o. Then 

(6.4) S (*) s Sfo) + Ö(coo) + S(* ) f «o 

wfore fa(-E) =fse^d!; and * denotes convolution. 
On introducing a product in §(<£) defined by convolution, S(#) 

becomes a subalgebra of S(ewo*). Further S (0) is independent of our 
particular choice of ao. We note that S(eatf) is the adjoint space to the 
space of continuous functions ƒ(£), § è 0 , with l im^* e~w<*ƒ(£) = 0 ; the 
norm being given by ||/|| = sup^o|tf~w°*f(£)|. Consequently S(6wo«) 
has a well defined weak* topology. 

The domain of the operational calculus is limited by <£(£) in the 
following manner. 

DEFINITION 6.2. Let [T(%; A)] be a semi-group of class (A) and type 

(6.5) « o ( i 4 ) » l i m r M o g | | r ( € ; i l ) | | , 

(6.6) ui(4) = inf [co; ||jK(X;il)|| bounded for JR(X) > co > co0(^)j. 

r&ai îf | | r ( f ; i l ) | | ^0({) and if o)i(A) <w0 WÖ say that A is strictly 
majorized by <£(£) and we denote this relation by A<<1>. Finally we set 
%o(<f>)^[A;A<<t>]. 

6 We suppose that <f>(£) is a real-valued Borel measurable function defined on 
[0, oo ) such that 0 <*(& +&) £<K&)<*>(&) for all fc, & > 0 , with *(0) - 1 . 
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The manner in which the elements of S WO operate on A is given by 
DEFINITION 6.3. Let %i(A) s [x\ lim^0+ T(%; A)x**x\. For a £ S W>), 

-4£2to(#), and xÇz£\(A) we define 

(6.7) *(a\A)%=* f T(£\A)xdo 
J o 

ory as an alternative, 

(6.8) ¥(o; ^ ) * = — (C, 1) - *(a; f)i?(f ; A)xQ + — a([0])«, 

w&ere coi(̂ 4) <y ^coo. 
It can be shown that the relations (6.7) and (6.8) define the same 

linear bounded operator on 3Ê. We note that in general ^(a; f) is 
singular at infinity and that infinity belongs to <re(A); this can not 
occur in the calculus associated with the relation (6.1). 

We can now state our principal result. 

THEOREM 6.1. Let $(£) be a submultiplicative function of type coo 
> — oo and suppose ao is such that 9t(ao) ><oo. Let S (<t>) be the algebra 
of set functions described in Definition 6.1 with a sequence topology: 
an—*a denoting that the sequence {an\ converges to a in the weak* 
topology of 5(ewoS). Further let $8(<£) be the complex algebra of functions 
f (A) defined on 9Io(<£) and having values in (S (36), the arithmetic opera-
tions being defined as in @(36). 

There exists an isomorphic mapping: a—*$f(a; A) of S(0) onto a 
subalgebra of$8(<t>) such that (i) the unit eo£S (0)—>J; (ii) rao—>R(ao; A) ; 
and (iii) an—*a implies that ^l{an\ A)x—*9(a\ A)x for each x£3£i(-4). 
This mapping is unique and is defined by (6.7) or, alternately, by (6.8) 
for each xE.Xi(A). 

By limiting the above assertion to the set 2li of all infinitesimal 
generators of semi-groups of class (1, A), rather than of class (A), 
a notion of analyticity can be introduced so as to make the functions 
¥(a; 4 ) 0 8 ( 0 ) locally analytic in 8t(0) saint [«o(0)nHi]. 

The extension of the operational calculus to unbounded operator-
valued functions appears to be a very promising field for further re
search. The first results in this direction are to be found in a paper by 
R. S. Phillips [ i l ] ; a more systematic treatment has been given by 
A. V. Balakrishnan (University of Southern California thesis, 1954). 
A somewhat different approach to the subject employing the theory 
of distributions has also been developed by L. Schwartz (unpub
lished). 
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Having developed an operational calculus for semi-groups of class 
(A), we now consider the relation between the spectrum of ^ ( a ; A) 
and that of -4, where a E S (0) and A -<<£. Our results, although more 
general, follow the same pattern as those previously obtained by 
E. Hille [4] and R. S. Phillips [lO] both as to content and method 
of proof. 

I t can be shown for a E S (<£) and A <4> that 

(6.9) [^a;a(A))]-C<rMa;A)l 

where the inclusion can be proper. If the set function or the infini
tesimal generator is sufficiently specialized, a more precise spectral 
mapping theorem can be proved. For instance, if a is an absolutely 
continuous element of S (0) and A<<f> is otherwise arbitrary, then 
\[/(a; <r(A)){J0=<r[&(a; A)]. Likewise if aESWO, but is otherwise 
not restricted, and if A <<j> is the infinitesimal generator of a semi
group continuous in the uniform operator topology for £ e Y > 0 , then 
yf/{a\ ( r ( ^ ) ) U ( { 0 ) ) = ( r [ * ( a ; A)]. In both of these cases even the 
fine structure of the spectrum is preserved under the mapping. 

Of special interest is the relation between the spectrum of T(%; A) 
and tha t of A. In view of the above results one would expect that 
<r[T(l;; A)] would essentially coincide with exp [^(-4)] with pos
sibly a \ = 0 in a[T(^; A)] being associated with a X= <*> in <re(A). 
Actually, aside from the latter possibility, the correspondence for 
the point and residual spectra is very good. However, the continuous 
spectrum of T(%; A) comes in part from the continuous spectrum of A 
and in part from the limit points of the set exp [£<r(-4) ] which are not 
otherwise accounted for. The continuous spectrum of JT(£; A) may 
also contain points which have no relation whatever with the points 
of <re(A). For example, there exists a strongly continuous group of 
linear bounded operators [T(%; A); — <*><£< 00 ] such that <r(A) is 
empty, <re(A) containing only the point a t infinity; on the other 
hand <r[T(^; A)] which is obviously nonempty does not contain the 
only point, namely X = 0, tha t could reasonably correspond to <xe(A). 
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